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ABSTRACT
Purpose: To translate and cross-culturally adapt the Chelsea Critical Care Physical Assessment tool from
English to German (CPAx-GE) and to examine its validity and reliability.
Materials and methods: Following a forward-backward translation including an expert round table dis-
cussion, the measurement properties of the CPAx-GE were explored in critically ill, mechanically ventilated
adults. We investigated construct, cross-sectional, and cross-cultural validity of the CPAx-GE with other
measurement instruments at pre-specified timepoints, analysed relative reliability with intraclass correl-
ation coefficients (ICCs) and determined absolute agreement with the Bland–Altman plots.
Results: Consensus for the translated CPAx-GE was reached. Validity was excellent with >80% of the pre-
specified hypotheses accepted at baseline, critical care, and hospital discharge. Interrater reliability was
high (ICCs > 0.8) across all visits. Limit of agreement ranged from �2 to 2 points. Error of measurement
was small, floor, and ceiling effects limited.
Conclusions: The CPAx-GE demonstrated excellent construct, cross-sectional, and cross-cultural validity as
well as high interrater reliability in critically ill adults with prolonged mechanical ventilation at baseline,
critical care, and hospital discharge. Consequently, the CPAx-GE can be assumed equal to the original
and recommended in the German-speaking area to assess physical function and activity of critically ill
adults across the critical care and hospital stay.

Trial registration: German Clinical Trials Register (DRKS) identification number: DRKS00012983
(https://www.drks.de/drks_web/navigate.do?navigationId=trial.HTML&TRIAL_ID=DRKS00012983), registered
on 20 September 2017, first patient enrolled on 21 November 2017.

� IMPLICATIONS FOR REHABILITATION
� Early rehabilitation of critically ill patients is recommended to prevent and treat the subsequent func-

tional disability, but a suitable measurement instrument for the German-speaking area is lacking.
� The translated, cross-culturally adapted German CPAx demonstrated excellent validity and reliability

in assessing physical function and activity in critically ill adults.
� Cross-sectional validity of the CPAx has been newly established and allows the use of this tool at clin-

ically relevant time-points in the course of a critical illness.
� The CPAx-GE can therefore be used in clinical practice by German-speaking therapists to assess phys-

ical function and activity during early rehabilitation in the ICU and hospital.
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Introduction

Critical illness with prolonged mechanical ventilation is associated
with loss of muscle mass accompanied by profound, generalised
muscle weakness that has been termed intensive care unit acquired
weakness (ICU-AW) [1–4]. Recovery is often prolonged and incom-
plete [5,6], but seems to be facilitated by early rehabilitation starting

in the ICU [7,8]. However, to properly assess, treat, and evaluate the
physical function and activity of critically ill patients a practical, valid,
and reliable assessment tool is needed [9].

The Chelsea Critical Care Physical Assessment tool (CPAx) has
been specifically developed in the UK to measure physical func-
tion and activities in the ICU [10,11]. The CPAx is a performance-
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based measurement instrument based on observation. The 10
items evaluate respiratory function, functional mobility (position
changes, sitting, standing, stepping), and grip strength with an
ordinal scale from 0 (unable/dependent) to 5 (independent)
resulting in a maximum score of 50 (independent) and a min-
imum score of 0 (completely dependent). The measured con-
structs of the CPAx are allocated to the domains of body
functions and activities – particularly muscle functions, movement
functions, functions of the respiratory system and mobility –
according to the International Classification of Functioning,
Disability, and Health (ICF) [12]. A recent systematic review con-
firmed the CPAx as a robust measurement for critically ill patients
with excellent measurement properties, although cross-sectional
validity, i.e., the validity at different time-points in the course of a
disease, has not yet been established [13]. The CPAx has not yet
been officially translated and cross-culturally adapted into
German. To make the measurement instrument available to the
German-speaking area, it is therefore necessary to establish a con-
ceptually equivalent version to the original CPAx that considers
the German-speaking cultural context [14].

The current study aimed to translate and cross-culturally adapt
the CPAx from English into German (CPAx-GE) and then to investi-
gate construct, cross-sectional and cross-cultural validity, interrater
reliability, internal consistency and measurement error of the
translated CPAx-GE at pre-specified timepoints across the ICU and
hospital stay in German-speaking Switzerland. We hypothesised
that the CPAx-GE would primarily have a moderate to high correl-
ation with the Medical Research Council sum score (MRC-SS) –
the standard for diagnosing an ICU-AW – across the pre-specified
visits and thus be comparable to the original version. We further
expected the CPAx-GE to have high interrater reliability (intraclass
correlation coefficients (ICCs) >0.8) and good internal consistency
(Cronbach’s a> 0.7) over all visits.

Materials and methods

Translation and cross-cultural adaptation

After receiving permission to translate the CPAx into German
from the original developer (Dr. Evelyn J. Corner), the CPAx was
translated using international recommended standards of a step-
wise, forward-backward approach including cross-cultural adapta-
tion with a multidisciplinary expert committee [14,15]. The rigor-
ous process is illustrated in Figure 1. The expert committee
included the four bilingual translators, a project manager, a med-
ical doctor, a teacher, and an epidemiologist. The relevant cultural
origins of the committee were Switzerland, Germany, UK, and
Ireland. Following consensus of the expert committee meeting,
the preliminary German CPAx version was tested pragmatically
[14–16] by six independent physiotherapists for practicability,
feasibility, and content validity during routine physiotherapy care
(Figure 1). Their feedback aimed to inform the expert committee
about the practicability and comprehensibility of the tool to cre-
ate the final CPAx-GE version.

Design and setting

The final and approved CPAx-GE version was tested in a prospect-
ive, single-centre, longitudinal, clinimetric study that was con-
ducted in a large, interdisciplinary ICU of an academic hospital
(Department of Intensive Care Medicine, Inselspital, Bern
University Hospital, Switzerland). The longitudinal study design
aimed to assess the measurement properties of the CPAx within
the entire trajectory of the critically ill patient at pre-specified

timepoints from ICU baseline to hospital discharge. The study was
approved by the local Ethics Committee of Canton Berne on 14
August 2017 (ID 2017-01396) and was prospectively registered in
the German Clinical Trials Register (DRKS00012983) on 20
September 2017. The study was therefore subject to the
Declaration of Helsinki, Swiss federal law and Good Clinical
Practice (GCP) guidelines. Trial reporting follows the STROBE state-
ment [17] and uses COnsensus-based Standards for the selection
of health Measurement Instruments (COSMIN) methodology [9].

Participants and procedures

The CPAx was designed for ICU patients at risk of ICU-AW and its
subsequent morbidity [10]. Accordingly, the inclusion criteria were
an ICU stay with �72 h of mechanical ventilation, age >18 years
and sufficient language skills in oral and written German.
Exclusion criteria were planned discharge within the next 24 h, a
strictly neurological ICU admission diagnosis, ongoing palliative
treatment, pre-existing mental disability, participants living in a
care facility, wheelchair users, previous external ICU stay for more
than three days, ICU re-admission, or participation in �2 studies.

Assessors were required to have qualified as a physiotherapist
and to conduct the official CPAx training (<2 h, in English) at
http://cpax.ocbmedia.com. They further received a handout with
study procedures that was explained by a co-author (SE, AK, DS).
All physiotherapists spoke German fluently and originated from
either Switzerland or Germany. Experience ranged from recently
qualified to >10 years’ experience in the ICU. The CPAx was not
used at this institution prior to the study.

Daily screening of eligible ICU patients was conducted by a
research nurse in consultation with a senior physiotherapist. Prior
to study inclusion, eligible patients’ proxies were approached by a
GCP-trained physiotherapist to obtain written informed consent.
As soon as participants regained the capacity to decide for them-
selves, written informed consent from the patient was sought. If
this capacity was not regained within 90 days after ICU discharge,
the ethics committee waived further patient consent. Participants
were only included between 72 and 144 h of mechanical ventila-
tion to avoid delayed baseline assessments.

Validity

The COSMIN panel defines validity as “the degree to which an
instrument measures the construct(s) it purports to measure” [9].
Accordingly, we formulated a priori hypotheses about the rela-
tionship of the CPAx-GE with other instruments measuring con-
vergent (related) or divergent (not related) constructs as
described by the ICF framework (construct validity). These 22
hypotheses were based – when available – on the previous per-
formance of the original CPAx (cross-cultural validity) [10].
Additionally, we used our understanding of the underlying con-
structs (see newly created conceptual model in Supplementary
Material 1) at the three presumed most relevant visits (V1: base-
line, V3: ICU discharge, V4: hospital discharge) in the pathway of
the critically ill (cross-sectional validity). The hypotheses and their
underlying constructs are outlined in Supplementary Material 1.
Our assumption was that the relationship between the CPAx and
other measurement instruments would differ between the three
chosen timepoints in the course of a critical illness due to tem-
poral changes in participants’ measured characteristics.
Accordingly, cross-sectional validity refers to single scores at a
selected point in time [9] and was considered an important meas-
urement property to investigate in the target population. Validity
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was considered excellent if �75% of the hypotheses were
accepted at each visit [18]. The measured instruments and their
constructs as well as the time of their assessment are described in
Table 1 [19–25].

Reliability

Reliability means “the degree to which a measurement is free
from measurement error” [9]. Interrater reliability thereby refers to
different persons rating the instrument on the same occasion

[26]. Given that ICU patients’ status may change rapidly, the
CPAx-GE was rated after a standard physiotherapy session by
trained physiotherapists (n¼ 11). This session was performed and
rated by the treating physiotherapist while one to two raters
scored the CPAx-GE by observation. Interrater(s) were chosen by
availability and were blinded to each other’s scores. Initially, inter-
rater reliability assessments were randomly allocated to a sub-
group of patients (n¼ 20) at one of the four visits (V1–4).
However, to increase the sample size, the local ethics committee
approved an amendment after 16 patients so that each

Figure 1. Step-wise translation and cross-cultural adaptation based on [14,15].
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participant would be rated at ICU discharge (V3) by at least two
raters. This timepoint was considered to be the most important
for future randomised controlled trials in critical care rehabilitation
because it might reveal immediate effects on physical function
and activity. We expected high ICCs of >0.8 based on the original
CPAx [10].

Statistical analysis

Demographic characteristics and distribution of scores were ana-
lysed with descriptive statistics. We considered floor and ceiling
effects to be acceptable if �15% [18]. The CPAx is an ordinal scale
[10], therefore, data are presented as a median with an interquar-
tile range (IQR) or as numbers with percentages and analysed
with nonparametric statistics. Analyses were performed with SPSS
(IBM SPSS Statistics Version Premium GradPack 24, Armonk, NY)
and R (Version 3.6.1, Vienna, Austria).

Validity-hypotheses were tested with Spearman’s rank correl-
ation coefficient (total score-based, except for item-based hypoth-
eses). Sample size calculation with a power of b¼ 0.8, a¼ 0.05,
and a correlation of r> 0.5 between the MRC-SS and the CPAx

warranted a sample of 29 patients [27]. To compensate for drop-
outs, the targeted sample size was increased to n¼ 60.

ICCs with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were analysed by
absolute agreement with a one-way random, single measurement
model [ICC(1,1)] because not every subject was rated by each
rater as suggested by [28] for each visit (V1–4, total score-based)
and across all visits (total score and item-based) using a linear
mixed model [29]. The Bland–Altman plots [30] comparing the
treating versus the observing physiotherapist were constructed
for each visit. Limit of agreement across all visits was adjusted for
repeated measurements with the modified “true value varies”
method [31]. Internal consistency was calculated with Cronbach’s
alpha for single visits to compare results with the original CPAx
version (a> 0.7). Finally, standard error of measurement (SEM)
by agreement and smallest detectable change (SDC¼±1.96�
�2� SEM) were investigated for single and total visits (V1–4) [32].
Based on the original study [10], we primarily considered a ran-
dom subgroup (n¼ 20) to assess interrater reliability over all time-
points as adequate. However, the minimal recommended sample
size for reliability studies is n¼ 50 [18], which led to an amend-
ment after 16 patients as discussed above.

Table 1. Description of measured instruments, their constructs, and schedule.

Measurement instrument Description, validity, and reliability
Construct (ICF
component) Visitsa

Medical Research Council sum
score (MRC-SS)b

Measures strength on a scale from 0 (no contraction) to 5 (normal strength)
in 6 bilateral muscle groups, maximal summed score of 60

Reference standard to measure ICUAW (MRC-SS <48) [1], not validated
Performance-based, volitional test (participants who were unable to follow at

least 3 out of 5 commands, were assessed based on observation during
physiotherapy)

Established reliability in responsive, critically ill patients (ICC ¼ 0.95) [19]

Muscle functions
(b730–b749)

V1, V2, V3, V4

Functional Independence
Measure (FIM)b

18-item scale that evaluates assistance in activities of daily living such as self-
care, sphincter control, locomotion, or communication on a scale from 1
(completely dependent) to 7 (completely independent)

Multidimensional, performance-based, observational
No established reliability and validity in the critically ill patient

Diverse body functions,
activities, and
participation

V1, V3, V4

ICU Mobility Scale (IMS)b Describes the highest level of mobility in critically ill adults from 0 (lying in
bed with no active movement) to 10 (walking independently without aids)

Performance-based, observational
Good interrater reliability (weighted Kappa 0.83) [20] and established

construct and predictive validity [21]

Mobility (d4) V1, V2, V3, V4

Peak Cough Flow (PCF)b Assessed with a peak flow meter (Vitalograph Model 4300, Vitalograph Ltd.,
Ennis, Ireland) during volitional coughing in extubated or tracheotomised
participants who were able to follow at least 3 out of 5 commands

Performance-based, volitional
No established reliability and validity in the critically ill patient

Additional respiratory
functions (b450)

V1, V3, V4

Bogenhausener Dysphagia sum-
score (BODS)b

Rates dysphagia severity from 2 (no dysphagia) to 16 (severe dysphagia) by
evaluating saliva swallowing and oral intake

Performance-based, observational
No established reliability and validity in the critically ill patient

Swallowing (b5105) V1, V3, V4

Sequential Organ Failure
Assessment Score (SOFA)c

Describes the degree of organ dysfunction from 0 (normal) to 4 (most
abnormal) for six vital organs

Observational (biological and physiological variables)
Content validity established by a consensus meeting [22], excellent interrater

reliability (ICC ¼ 0.89) [23]

Body structures V1, V2, V3

Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS)c Assessment of consciousness since 1974
Performance-based, observational
Reliability has been summarised as good and its worldwide use validated its

relevance in neurologically impaired patients [24]

Mental functions (b1),
movement functions
(b750–b789)

V1, V2, V3

Richmond Agitation Sedation
Scale (RASS)c

Used to titrate sedation ranging from unarousable (–5) to calm and alert (0)
to combative (þ4)

Performance-based, observational
confirmed construct validity and high interrater reliability (ICC > 0.9) [25]

Mental functions (b1) V1, V2, V3

aV1: baseline, assessed between day 4 and 7; V2: ICU stay, assessed from day 5 every Tuesday and Friday until ICU discharge or a maximum of 10 assessments; V3:
ICU discharge, assessed at ICU discharge; V4: hospital discharge, assessed at hospital discharge.
bPerformed or collected routinely by trained physiotherapists.
cExtracted from routinely collected data via Patient Data Management System; the SOFA is routinely assessed daily at approximately 6 am, GCS and RASS were
extracted at the time before physiotherapy.
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Figure 2. Study flow. V1: visit at baseline; V2: visit at ICU stay; V3: visit at ICU discharge; V4: visit at hospital discharge.
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Results

Translation and cross-cultural adaptation

The CPAx-GE was created following the step-wise protocol in
Figure 1. The expert committee reviewed all items of the five
translated versions (T1, T2, T12, BT1, BT2) and discussed several
minor cultural and linguistic differences (Supplementary Material
2). All members agreed on the preliminary German CPAx version
to be tested in clinical practice. In this pilot trial, the preliminary
CPAx-GE was found to be feasible and practicable with an excel-
lent content validity (Supplementary Material 2). One minor
uncertainty about the scientific unit of oxygen was revealed and
subsequently changed by the expert committee to litres/minute.
Afterwards the final German CPAx (Supplementary Material 3) was
created and the cultural adaptations approved by the original
developer.

Validity and reliability

From 21 November 2017 to 25 May 2019, 528 eligible patients
were screened for study inclusion of whom 60 had no exclusion
criteria and were included in the study (Figure 2). Two informed
consents were withdrawn after study inclusion, we therefore
report the results of 58 critically ill patients. Their demographics
and characteristics are presented in Table 2. Floor (10%) and ceil-
ing effects (6%) were highly acceptable for the CPAx across all

three visits, especially when compared to other measures of
mobility and activity (Supplementary Material 4).

Construct and cross-sectional validity of the CPAx-GE were
excellent with 86% (19 out of 22) of overall hypotheses and
�80% of hypotheses at each time-point (V1, V3, V4) accepted
(Table 3). The acceptance rate of the cross-cultural hypotheses –
based on the original CPAx – was 83% (10 out of 12) (Table 3).

Interrater reliability by observation was excellent with ICCs
>0.8 including 95% CI for single and combined, adjusted visits
(V1–4) (Table 4). The constructed Bland–Altman’s plots confirmed
the high agreement of the CPAx-GE with a mean difference of
0.13 ± 0.15 (95% limit of agreement: �2.04 to 1.79) across all visits
(Figure 3) or lower for single visits (Supplementary Material 4). On
the CPAx-GE scale, the limit of agreement therefore ranges from
�2 to 2 (four points). Cronbach’s alpha was comparable to the
original CPAx with a> 0.7 for V1–V3, but not V4 (a¼ 0.61). Across
all visits, the SEM and SDC for the CPAx-GE were 0.68 and 1.89,
respectively (Table 4).

Discussion

A final German CPAx version was developed and approved by the
original developer as a conceptually equivalent version to the ori-
ginal CPAx. The CPAx-GE demonstrated excellent construct, cross-
sectional, and cross-cultural validity across the ICU and hospital
stay in critically ill adults with prolonged mechanical ventilation
(>72 h). Similarly, floor and ceiling effects were very acceptable
(<15%) across the entire trajectory. Interrater reliability was high
with ICCs >0.8 at all four visits. The 95% limit of agreement as
identified by Bland–Altman’s plotting was four points, which is
lower than the established minimal clinically important difference
of six points [33]. Internal consistency (a> 0.7) over the ICU stay
was comparable to the original CPAx indicating consistent cross-
cultural measurement. Finally, measurement errors expressed by
SEM (one point) and SDC (two points) were low enhancing inter-
pretability of the CPAx-GE.

This study meticulously followed the suggested international
standards for the translation and cross-cultural adaptation of a
measurement instrument [14,15]. Discrepancies were solved by
discussion within a multidisciplinary expert committee and veri-
fied with the original author to ensure a conceptually equivalent
version. This approach has proved to be successful for the cur-
rently available Swedish and Danish CPAx translations [34,35].
Nevertheless, there are limitations to the German translation.
While we were careful to include people with a German back-
ground in the translation process, we cannot ensure cross-cultural
validity to all German-speaking regions because all members of
the expert committee were currently living in Switzerland.
Additionally, the preliminary German CPAx version was tested in a
single-centre in Switzerland and thus may not be generalisable to
other regions.

The subsequent clinimetric study rigorously employed the
methodological principles of the COSMIN initiative [9]. Similar to
the validation of the original CPAx [10], we investigated validity
using hypothesis-testing to compare the relationships of other
measurement instruments with partly overlapping theoretical con-
structs. This included the same measurement instruments as in
the original study (e.g., MRC-SS, SOFA, GCS, and PCF), along with
specifically included new measurements of mobility (e.g., IMS) to
expand our knowledge on the underlying theoretical constructs.
In contrast to the original study [10], we did not assess these
measurements at a random timepoint during the ICU stay, but we
specifically formulated theory-driven hypotheses across

Table 2. Demographics and characteristics of study participants (n¼ 58).

Variables Participants

Age (years) 68 [56, 73]
Gender (male) 41 (70.7%)
BMI (kg/m2) 26 [22.8, 29.1]
Weight (kg) 75.5 [70, 94]
APACHE II score (0–71)a 32 [28, 36]
SOFA score (0–24)a 12 [10, 14]
ICU diagnosis on ICU admission
Cardiac surgery 15 (25.9%)
Other surgery 7 (12.1%)
Respiratory insufficiency 15 (25.9%)
Hemodynamic insufficiency 13 (22.4%)
Trauma 5 (8.6%)
Neurology/neurosurgery –
Gastroenterology 1 (1.7%)
Other 2 (3.4%)

ICU days until study inclusion 3.84 [3.41, 4.70]
Length of stay in ICU (days)b 7.97 [6.69, 12.85]
Duration of mechanical ventilation (days)b 6.81 [5.30, 11.51]
Tracheostomyb 15 (25.9%)
ICU readmissionb 7 (12%)
Length of stay in hospital (days)b 21.08 [11.72, 27.18]
ICU mortalityb 8 (13.8%)
ICU and hospital mortalityb 9 (15.5%)
ICU discharge destination
Hospital wards 34 (58.6%)
External ICU 13 (22.4%)
External hospital 3 (5.2%)
Died 8 (13.8%)

Hospital discharge destination
Rehabilitation 24 (41.4%)
External hospital 20 (34.5%)
Home 5 (8.5%)
Died 9 (15.5%)

BMI: body mass index; APACHE: Acute Physiology and Chronic Health
Evaluation; SOFA: Sequential Organ Failure Assessment; ICU: intensive care unit.
Data are presented as median [25%, 75%] or frequencies n (%).
aICU admission.
bAt original hospital (excluding external hospitals).
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prespecified timepoints. This is a major strength of this study
because cross-sectional validity cannot be assumed stable in a
heterogenic population that may change rapidly over time with
regard to the characteristics being measured. Our results confirm
this assumption. For example, the relationship between the CPAx
and the measurement for functional independence (FIM)
increased over time, whereas the relationship between strength
and the CPAx item 10 decreased over time (Table 3).

Construct validity was further investigated by comparing the
CPAx-GE with the IMS, a newly developed scale for the highest
level of mobility [20]. The construct “mobility” is both part of the
CPAx and the IMS, which was confirmed by a high correlation
between these two instruments (V3: r¼ 0.883, p< 0.001).

However, our study showed that in comparison to the CPAx-GE
the IMS had high floor (V1: 50%) and ceiling effects (V4: 34%).
Other studies also reported high floor effects (96%) at ICU admis-
sion [21]. This potentially limits the sensitivity of the IMS to detect
early changes and could reduce its use to the ICU discharge, des-
pite its recognised, excellent measurement properties.

In summary, with more than 80% of the pre-specified hypothe-
ses accepted at baseline, critical care and hospital discharge, this
study established construct, cross-sectional, and cross-cultural val-
idity of the CPAx-GE. As a consequence, the CPAx-GE can be rec-
ommended for these three clinically relevant timepoints in
critically ill patients’ pathways of recovery.

Table 3. Hypothesis-testing for construct, cross-sectional, and cross-cultural validity of the CPAx-GE.

No. Prior hypothesis n Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (r) Confirmed

ICU baseline (V1), n¼ 58
1 CPAx with MRC-SS (r¼ 0.5–0.8)a 58 0.639 Yes
2 CPAx with FIM (r¼ 0.4–0.7) 58 0.554 Yes
3 CPAx with IMS (r¼ 0.6–0.9) 58 0.711 Yes
4 CPAx with BODS (r¼ 0 to �0.3) 58 –0.294 Yes
5 CPAx with SOFA (r¼�0.4 to �0.7)a 58 –0.341 No
6 CPAx with GCS (r¼ 0.5–0.8)a 58 0.603 Yes
7 CPAx with RASS (r¼ 0.3–0.6)a 58 0.485 Yes

Total of accepted hypotheses for V1: 6 out of 7 (86%)
ICU discharge (V3), n¼ 50
8 CPAx with MRC-SS (r¼ 0.6–0.9)a 50 0.809 Yes
9 CPAx item 10 with MRC-SS (r> 0.7) 50 0.775 Yes
10 CPAx with FIM (r> 0.7)a 50 0.811 Yes
11 CPAx with IMS (r> 0.7) 50 0.883 Yes
12 CPAx item 2 with PCF (r¼ 0.4–0.7)a 35 0.524 Yes
13 CPAx with BODS (r¼�0.3 to �0.6) 50 �0.540 Yes
14 CPAx with SOFA (r¼�0.4 to �0.7)a 50 �0.482 Yes
15 CPAx with GCS (r¼ 0.5–0.8)a 50 0.781 Yes
16 CPAx with RASS (r¼ 0.2–0.4) 50 0.082 No

Total of accepted hypotheses for V3: 8 out of 9 (89%)
Hospital discharge (V4), n¼ 32
17 CPAx with MRC-SS (r¼ 0.5–0.8)a 31 0.674 Yes
18 CPAx item 10 with MRC-SS (r> 0.7) 31 0.391 No
19 CPAx with FIM (r> 0.7)a 32 0.820 Yes
20 CPAx with IMS (r> 0.7) 32 0.856 Yes
21 CPAx item 2 with PCF (r¼ 0.4–0.7)a 27 0.432 Yes
22 CPAx with BODS (r¼ 0 to �0.3) 32 0.027 Yes

Total of accepted hypotheses for V4: 5 out of 6 (83%)
Total of accepted hypotheses for complete pathway: 19 out of 22 (86%)

MRC-SS: Medical Research Council sum score; FIM: Functional Independence Measure; IMS: ICU Mobility Scale; BODS: Bogenhausener
Dysphagia sum-score (BODS); SOFA: Sequential Organ Failure Assessment Score; GCS: Glasgow Coma Scale; RASS: Richmond Agitation
Sedation Scale; PCF: Peak Cough Flow.
aCross-cultural validity: hypothesis based on original CPAx [10].

Table 4. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) for interrater reliability of the CPAx-GE.

Visit Item ICC (95% CI) SEM SDC Cronbach’s a

V1 (ICU baseline) Total CPAx score 0.984 (0.85–0.999) 0.500 1.386 0.85
V2 (ICU stay) Total CPAx score 0.998 (0.991–1) 0.483 1.339 0.94
V3 (ICU discharge) Total CPAx score 0.995 (0.992–0.997) 0.688 1.907 0.93
V4 (Hospital discharge) Total CPAx score 0.979 (0.809–0.999) 0.500 1.386 0.61
Combined (V1–4)a Total CPAx score 0.996 (0.995–0.998) 0.680 1.885
Combined (V1–4)a Respiratory function 0.919 (0.914–0.948) 0.303 0.840
Combined (V1–4)a Cough 0.993 (0.993–0.993) 0.102 0.283
Combined (V1–4)a Moving within the bed 0.902 (0.866–0.951) 0.297 0.823
Combined (V1–4)a Supine to sitting on the edge of the bed 0.970 (0.971–0.974) 0.237 0.657
Combined (V1–4)a Dynamic sitting 0.976 (0.974–0.978) 0.236 0.654
Combined (V1–4)a Standing balance 0.974 (0.963–0.983) 0.181 0.502
Combined (V1–4)a Sit to stand 0.967 (0.957–0.973) 0.291 0.807
Combined (V1–4)a Transfers 0.967 (0.959–0.968) 0.333 0.923
Combined (V1–4)a Stepping 0.968 (0.953–0.962) 0.291 0.807
Combined (V1–4)a Grip strength 0.995 (0.995–0.996) 0.102 0.283
aCorrected for multiple assessments.
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Interrater reliability during the ICU stay for the original CPAx
was excellent (ICC ¼ 0.988) [10] and has been confirmed with
international raters observing two online case studies (case 1: ICC
¼ 0.996, case 2: ICC ¼ 0.999) by Corner et al. [36]. We found
equally high ICCs (0.996) for the CPAx-GE over all four visits in
clinical practice. The highest calculated SEM and SDC at ICU dis-
charge were 0.688 and 1.89, respectively. These results are com-
parable to the Swedish CPAx with an ICCs of 0.97, SEM ¼ 1.79,
and SDC ¼ 4.95 [34]. The slightly higher SDC is similar to our con-
structed limits of agreement. A change in the CPAx-GE of more
than four points seems therefore unlikely to be attributable to
measurement error. Clinical relevance may be reached in change-
scores larger than six points [33].

Internal consistency of the CPAx-GE was good during the ICU
stay and moderate at hospital discharge. The CPAx-GE involves
respiratory and muscle functions, movements and mobility [12].
Considering that strength does not imply function, the inter-
relatedness of these items may change over time. Indeed, the
CPAx-GE at ICU baseline was mainly determined by respiratory
function and movement, while at ICU discharge basic activities
had started to emerge and at hospital discharge standing, trans-
ferring, and stepping became more prevalent (Supplementary
Material 4). ICU-AW is a complex, multifactorial complication
[4,37] and many ICU survivors suffer from physical, cognitive, and
mental impairments [38]. The moderate consistency across the
CPAx-GE items might therefore be a reflexion of this multifaceted
syndrome.

This study has limitations. First, all functional measurements
were assessed by the treating physiotherapist and were not inde-
pendent of the collection of the CPAx-GE score. This could not be
avoided without increasing physiotherapy service, because most
of these assessments were based on the observation of a routine
physiotherapy session. In contrast, GCS, RASS, and SOFA were
independently obtained, but two of the six (33%) hypotheses
were rejected. The theoretical background to including these
measurements was partly due to the original study and partly
because mental functions are imperative to perform activities.
Additionally, severity of illness is known as an important factor in
the development of ICU-AW [39]. Considering our results, the rela-
tionship of these factors with the CPAx might be less strong than
in our theoretical model (Supplementary Material 1). Second, des-
pite increasing the sample size for interrater-reliability as much as
feasible, our study just barely reached the recommended size
(n¼ 50) for all visits. Therefore, results about reliability should be
interpreted with caution and measurement error might be slightly
higher. Nevertheless, our results are very similar to the original
and Swedish CPAx versions [10,34,36]. Additionally, it should be
considered that, so far, interrater-reliability was only established
by observation of the same physiotherapy treatment. Interrater-
reliability on two different occasions or test–retest reliability might
not be as high. Future studies are necessary, yet challenging in
the ICU setting where changes may occur rapidly. Third, the limi-
tations of the original CPAx (e.g., the lack of a handgrip strength
protocol) also apply to the CPAx-GE. Additionally, the CPAx does
not consider walking distance or exercise tolerance which should

Figure 3. The modified Bland-Altman plot compares the treating versus the observing physiotherapist (n ¼ 49) with the modified “true value varies” method which
adjusts for repeated measurements with an unequal number of measurements for each individual. Mean/bias ¼ –0.13 ± 0.15 (95% CI –0.43 to 0.18) and 95% limits
of agreement: lower limit of agreement ¼ –2.04 (95% CI –2.65 to –1.60), upper limit of agreement ¼ 1.79 (95% CI 1.35 to 2.40), within-subject variance ¼ 0.50 ±
0.22, between-subjects variance ¼ 0.46 ± 0.28.
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be assessed with other instruments such as the IMS, Functional
Status Score for the ICU (FSS-ICU) [40] or Physical Function ICU
Test – scored (PFIT-s) [41]. Fourth, this study was conducted in a
tertiary academic Swiss hospital with an advanced early rehabilita-
tion pathway [42]. This limits generalisability to other settings
with lower early mobilisation rates. Nevertheless, our results
showed that both validity and reliability of the CPAx-GE were sta-
ble concepts within all investigated timepoints in the pathway of
the critically ill adult regardless of its numeric score. Finally, all
assessors in this study received a short training. To fully establish
the CPAx-GE as a key tool in ICU rehabilitation, it would be rec-
ommendable to translate the official, freely available English e-
learning into German. Future research areas include the investiga-
tion of the minimal important change, predictive validity and reli-
ability of the CPAx-GE in more German-speaking ICU settings and
areas.

Conclusions

The newly translated and cross-culturally adapted CPAx-GE was
found to be conceptionally equivalent to the original. The CPAx-
GE further demonstrated excellent measurement properties in
critically ill adults with prolonged mechanical ventilation (�72 h)
across the ICU and hospital stay. The newly established cross-sec-
tional validity of the CPAx allows its use over three clinically rele-
vant timepoints in critically ill patients’ pathways of recovery.
Therefore, the CPAx-GE appears to be a key measurement instru-
ment for German-speaking, qualified physiotherapists to assess
physical function and activity during early rehabilitation in the
ICU and hospital.
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